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RESONANT LEADERSHIP

• Ability to create hope in the face of fear and despair
• Renewing yourself and connecting with others through mindfulness, 

hope, and compassion
• Ability to move people- powerfully, passionately, and purposefully
• Leaders who create resonance are people who either intuitively 

understand or have worked hard to develop emotional intelligence
• Lead with personal passion, authenticity, and with enthusiasm to 

inspire others, and employ empathy and caring to stay in touch with 
other’s concerns and needs



DANIEL GOLEMAN- EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE

• Considered the greatest popularizer of emotional intelligence in the 
1990’s

• Using awareness and understanding of emotions to improve thinking 
and action

• Goleman’s competencies of emotional intelligence:
• Self-awareness
• Self-management 
• Social awareness
• Social skills



EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE- AS THE FOUNDATION TO 
THE HOPE IN RESONANT LEADERSHIP

• Leadership operates at its best through emotionally intelligent leaders 
who create resonance, otherwise known as a reservoir of positivity 

• Resonant leaders:
• Give themselves to others during hardships while also making 

sure to care for themselves, engaging in renewal, to ensure they 
sustain their resonance overtime

• Mindful and attuned to themselves in body, mind, heart, and 
spirit

• Inspire their organizations and communities to remain hopeful in 
times of distress

• Create a sense of hope about the future and excitement about 
the present, for themselves and others



EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE- ROLES IN INFLUENCING 
OTHERS

• The success or failure of an organization is influenced by the 
leadership style practiced within the organization

• Resonant leaders:
• Use their inspiration to inspire those around them through their 

endless passion, commitment and deep concern for the 
organization’s success

• Knows and understands that emotions are contagious- a leader’s 
emotions are powerful, driving and will primarily influence the 
emotions of others, as well as their performance

• Grasp the importance of understanding one’s emotions



EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE- ROLES IN BUILDING 
RELATIONSHIPS

• When leaders are able to channel other’s emotions in a positive 
direction, resonant leadership is displayed and relationships are well 
managed

• Self-knowledge will facilitate both empathy and self-control, both 
working together to create well-defined relationship management

• Resonant leaders:
• Act with mental clarity, not simply following a whim or an 

impulse 
• Display a deeper empathy; they are consistent and determined to 

read people, groups, and organizational cultures accurately
• Work to shape positive emotions in relations with others for 

fostering healthy cultures and building an atmosphere of trust



RESEARCH QUESTION

• How might one inspire those who are not resonant leaders to develop 
and grow into resonant leaders with high emotional intelligence?

• Would the development of a workshop designed around transitioning 
from traditional leadership styles be helpful in changing the mindset 
of those who do not welcome change easily?



A WORKSHOP FOR WELCOME CENTER PROFESSIONALS

• Designed to inspire the State of New Hampshire’s Welcome Center 
Employees to:

• Leave behind traditional leadership styles and transition to a 
resonant leadership style

• Encourage a resonant leadership approach with the tools and 
mindset of those who are emotionally intelligent 

• Remain hopeful and positive at all times
• Remain empathetic with those they work alongside
• Build strong relationships
• Understand their own emotions better, as well as how to manage 

their emotions in a positive way 



WORKSHOP LOGISTICS

Workshop Information Overview
Workshop Title Resonant Leadership: Sustaining Emotional Intelligence.

Length Full day 8:00am- 4:00pm

Proposed Date Thursday 1st, 15th, 29th of April 2021.

Location Department of Business and Economic Affairs
100 North Main Street, Suite 100, Concord, NH 03301 

Attendees Welcome Center employees- 60 employees’ total, broken into 3 groups 
of 20 employees per day.



Detailed Workshop Plan
Schedule 8:00am- Expected employee arrival 

8:00am-8:45am- Free breakfast and seating
- Participant Introductions

8:45am-9:00am- Welcoming from Bureau Chief
9:00am-9:30am- PowerPoint:

- What is resonant leadership?
9:30am-9:45am- Interactive YouTube video:

- Richard Boyatzis-What is Effective Leadership?
9:45am-10:10am- PowerPoint: 

- Goleman’s Model of Emotional Intelligence
10:10am-10:30am- TEDx Video:

- Ramona Hacker- Six Steps to Improve Your  
Emotional Intelligence

10:30am-10:45am- BREAK
10:45am-11:45am- Break out rooms- 2 groups

- Emotional Intelligent activities 
11:45am-12:00pm- Full Feedback- round table discussion

- Were these activities useful? Did you learn 
more about yourself? Questions

12:00pm-1:00pm- LUNCH
1:00pm-1:25pm- PowerPoint:

- Emotional intelligence as foundation of hope in 
resonant leadership

1:25pm-1:45pm- TEDx Video:
- Lucy Hone- The three secrets of resilient people

1:45pm-2:05pm- PowerPoint:
- Emotional intelligence role in influencing others                            

2:05pm-2:30pm- TEDx Video:
- Brene Brown- The Power of Vulnerability

2:30pm-2:45pm- BREAK
2:45pm-3:20pm- PowerPoint:

- Emotional intelligence role in relationship building
3:20pm-3:30pm- YouTube Video:

- Brene Brown- On Empathy
3:30pm-4:00pm- Wrap up/ Questions and Answers 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lrtnP390QCc
https://www.ted.com/talks/ramona_hacker_6_steps_to_improve_your_emotional_intelligence?language=en
https://familyvio.csw.fsu.edu/sites/g/files/upcbnu1886/files/2018-11/Emotional-Intelligence-Handouts.pdf
https://www.ted.com/talks/lucy_hone_the_three_secrets_of_resilient_people
https://www.ted.com/talks/brene_brown_the_power_of_vulnerability/transcript?language=en
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1Evwgu369Jw


WHAT IS RESONANT LEADERSHIP?



GOLEMAN’S MODEL OF EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE



EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES



EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE AS THE FOUNDATION OF 
HOPE IN RESONANT LEADERSHIP



EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE’S ROLE IN INFLUENCING 
OTHERS



EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE’S ROLE IN RELATIONSHIP 
BUILDING



WORKSHOP EVALUATION FORM



CONCLUSION

• I am passionate about helping others grow and develop professionally
• I was able to get the feel for creating a live working developmental 

training, while becoming aware of the logistics and details
• Understanding that once this workshop is conducted for the first time, 

there will be changes needed for future adjustments
• Once tested and improved, I will be able to work with my team to 

inspire the Welcome Center Employees to transition to a resonant 
leadership style 



Questions?
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